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Abstract

Recent political events such as the 2016 U.S. election and the UK Brexit campaign have shown that
automated activities by social bot accounts are no longer a marginal phenomenon. Researchers and
companies try to detect the opaque and dynamic computational propaganda efforts by programming
or using detection methods which draw on arbitrary social bot features often in combination with
machine learning algorithms. Furthermore, studies about social bots have concentrated almost
exclusively on Twitter.
On the one hand, this reveals the existence of a research gap regarding social bot activities on
Facebook which is the more relevant information intermediary for public, media, and political actors
alike. On the other hand, this poses several methodological challenges for social bot detection since
the used methods are dependent on the platform’s contexts and the availability and maintenance of a
high-quality gold standard of human-annotated social bots.
In this article, we want to shed light on the challenges of social bot detection on Twitter and derive
methodological implications for researching automated behavior on Facebook. By drawing on a largescale study of Facebook bots in the German federal election 2017, we propose an alternative, more
theory-driven detection approach that focuses on text duplication as the primary social bot feature to
investigate digital astroturfing campaigns which spread political content in high volume and
frequency. In conjunction with large-scale data collection, stronger data sharing, and replication
attempts, such analytical strategies could serve to establish long-term criteria for the identification of
problematic use of platforms – whether by social bots or humans.
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